
Kim Jong Un Is Present at Joint National Meeting of KCU Organizations
 

 

A joint national meeting of the Korean Children's Union (KCU) organizations took place with splendor 
at Kim Il Sung Stadium in Pyongyang on June 6 to celebrate its 66th anniversary.

Kim Jong Un,  first  secretary of  the Workers'  Party of  Korea, first  chairman of the DPRK National 
Defence  Commission  and  supreme  commander  of  the  Korean  People's  Army,  was  present  at  the 
meeting.

A KCU member presented a bouquet to Kim Jong Un and another member tied a red neckerchief 
around his neck.

Present there were Kim Yong Nam, Choe Yong Rim, Choe Ryong Hae and Ri Yong Ho, members of the 
Presidium of the Political Bureau of the C.C, the WPK.

Also present there were Kim Kyong Hui, Jang Song Thaek, Kim Ki Nam, Choe Thae Bok, Ri Myong Su, 
Mun  Kyong  Dok,  officials  of  working  people's  organizations,  officials  concerned,  delegates  to  the 
celebrations of the 66th anniversary of the KCU and schoolchildren in Pyongyang.

Present there on invitation were war veterans, persons of merits and parents of schoolchildren.



Kim Jong Un made a congratulatory speech.

A congratulatory group of the KCU recited a poem for the occasion.

Led by Jon Yong Nam, first secretary of the Central Committee of the Kim Il Sung Socialist Youth 
League, schoolchildren expressed their determination to fully prepare themselves as the children's guard 
intensely loyal to Kim Jong Un.

After schoolchildren sang in chorus song "Forward, Keeping in the Footsteps of Kim Jong Un" to the 
accompaniment  of  the  band  music,  schoolchildren  made  a  march-past,  led  by  open  cars  carrying 
banners of smiling Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il.

As the meeting was over, all the participants broke into cheers of "Hurrah!"

Kim Jong Un acknowledged the enthusiastic cheers of the schoolchildren.
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Kim Jong Un Makes Congratulatory Speech at Joint Meeting of KCU 
Organizations

 

Kim Jong Un, first secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea and first chairman of the DPRK National 
Defence  Commission,  made  a  congratulatory  speech  at  the  joint  national  meeting  of  the  Korean 
Children's Union (KCU) organizations.

He in his speech warmly congratulated the delegates and all other members of the KCU across the 
country on the anniversary being marked amid great care and blessings of the Party and the people.

He also extended a warm salute to their teachers and parents across the country working hard to 
bring them up stoutly.

He said that June 6 is not only the holiday for the KCU but a significant one for the WPK and all the 
people.

There are in the world no such schoolchildren as those in the DPRK, millions in all, reliably growing to 
be pillars of future, rallied close around one and the same organization with red ties around their necks, 
he noted, adding:

For the WPK and the DPRK, the beloved KCU members are treasures more precious than a hundred 
million tons of gold and silver as they represent hope and future.



Admirable KCU members have done a lot of good things for the country and people, he noted, and 
continued:

The Party and people regard it as great pleasure and pride to have such excellent KCU. The future of 
Songun Korea is very bright and rosy as it has such ranks of millions of juvenile revolutionaries.

The KCU is demonstrating before the world its honor as a mighty organization of successors to the 
revolution  as  now  thanks  to  the  benevolent  care  of  Generalissimos  Kim  Il  Sung  and  Kim  Jong  Il 
possessed of the noblest love for the younger generation and future as their natural disposition.

There were no such great fathers in the world as the Generalissimos who put forward the children as 
kings of the country and devoted everything to the schoolchildren all their lives, regarding it as the most 
important affairs of the Party and state to show love for the younger generation.

It is the intention of the WPK to build the best thriving socialist nation and hand it over to the KCU 
members, he said, stressing that thriving Korea in the future will be the strongest country in the world in 
which happy laughter will be heard from every house and all people live in harmony.

He called on the KCU members to uphold this great country and build it more wonderfully, indicating 
the following tasks:

The KCU members should learn from the glorious childhood of Generalissimos Kim Il Sung and Kim 
Jong Il and reliably carry forward the lifeblood of the revolution holding aloft the flag of KCU after the 
flag of the immortal sun, always cherishing the trust and benevolence of the Generalissimos.

They also  should  become genuine  juvenile  revolutionaries  and  guards  in  the  era of  Songun who 
safeguard the Party like the heroes of the Anti-Japanese Children's Corps and juvenile guerillas during 
the Fatherland Liberation War and advance along the way indicated by the Party.

They should prepare themselves to be able revolutionary talents and pillars of a prosperous Korea who 
are knowledgeable, virtuous and healthy.

It  is  necessary for  them not to waste even spare time but work harder upholding the banner  of 
learning for thriving Korea.

They should  become exemplary  members of  the union who not  only  study hard but observe the 
socialist morality, always love the organization, collective and comrades, respect teachers and elders, 
have good hand in sports and do good things for the country.

They should remember that the honor of being Party members and winning the gold medal of heroes 
starts from the red ties and badges of the union and voluntarily take part in its organizational life.

The Party puts great trust in the instructors of the union organizations and instructors of sub-branches 
of the union, said Kim Jong Un, expressing expectation that they would become genuine teachers who 
take good care of and love the KCU members as their real parents would do and lead them to bring their 
talent into bloom.

Kim Jong Un said that the Party and government of the DPRK will make it a priority of their affairs to 
bring up children, carrying forward noble love of Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il for rising generation, and 
make every possible effort to rear the beloved KCU members to be the pillars of Songun Korea who are 
the happiest and excellent in the world.
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Kim Jong Un Has Photo Session with Delegates to KCU Celebrations
 



Kim Jong Un, first secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea and first chairman of the DPRK National 
Defence Commission, had a photo session with the delegates to the celebrations of the 66th anniversary 
of the Korean Children's Union (KCU).

Present at the session were senior party, state and army officials Kim Yong Nam, Choe Yong Rim, 
Choe Ryong Hae, Ri Yong Ho, Kim Kyong Hui, Jang Song Thaek, Kim Ki Nam, Choe Thae Bok, Mun 
Kyong Dok and Ri Yong Su and First Secretary Jon Yong Nam and other secretaries of the C.C., the Kim 
Il Sung Socialist Youth League.

When Kim Jong Un arrived at the plaza of Kumsusan Palace of the Sun, more than 20 000 delegates 
broke into cheers "Hurrah!"

He, his face beaming with a broad smile, waved his hand to the delegates jumping with excitement.

KCU members presented bouquets to him.

He had a photo session with the delegates after extending warm salute to all KCU members across the 
country.

He expressed expectation and belief that the KCU members, who will play a main role in the future, 
would  fully  prepare  themselves  as  able  revolutionary  talents  and  pillars  of  thriving  Korea, 
knowledgeable, virtuous and healthy.



Concert "Love the Future!" Held

Kim Jong Un Enjoys Concert with KCU Delegates

 

A concert "Love the Future!" was given by the Unhasu Orchestra in Pyongyang to celebrate the 66th 
birth anniversary of the Korean Children's Union on June 6.

The respected Kim Jong Un enjoyed the concert with KCU delegates. When he appeared there, some 
KCU members presented a bouquet to him and tied a red neckerchief around his neck.

He warmly congratulated the participants to the celebrations marking the 66th KCU birthday.

Among the audience were Kim Yong Nam, Choe Yong Rim, Choe Ryong Hae, Ri Yong Ho, Kim Kyong 
Hui, Jang Song Thaek, Kim Yong Chun, Kim Ki Nam, Choe Thae Bok, Hyon Chol Hae, Kim Won Hong, Ri 
Myong Su, Kim Yang Gon, Mun Kyong Dok, Jo Yon Jun, Ri Yong Su, director of a department of the 
Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea, Jon Yong Nam, first secretary of the C. C. of the Kim 
Il Sung Socialist Youth League, officials of party and army bodies, officials of the youth league and the 
delegates who participated in the celebrations to mark the 66th KCU birthday.

Put on the stage were mixed sextet and chorus "You Are the Future of the Country", male solo and 
chorus "The Pass Leading to Mt. Paektu", chorus "We Live in the Arms of the Leader", female solo and 
chorus "Warm Is the Love of the Country", mixed duet and pangchang "Motherland, We Will Add Glory 
to Thee", mixed quartet and chorus, "Flare Up, Ye Bon fire" and many other songs.



The performers proudly sang the praises of the undying feats of President Kim Il Sung and leader Kim 
Jong Il who provided the glorious traditions of the Juche-oriented children's movement.

The performance recalled the glorious path the KCU has come along, contributing to the freedom and 
independence of the country and its prosperity by remaining always loyal to the Party and the leader as 
did the anti-Japanese Children's Corps, and showed the happy life of schoolchildren with the blessing of 
the Party.

Kim Jong Un waved to the cheering performers and audience and congratulated the performers on 
their successful performance.
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Children's Delegates at Central Zoo
 

Flower-bedecked cars are seen running fast within the compound of the Central zoo. Aboard the cars 
are  delegates  to  the  children's  festival  now being  held  in  Pyongyang.  The  course  of  those  flower-
bedecked cars running along was covered by the respected Kim Jong Un a few days ago before the 
celebrations marking the KCU’s birthday.

Aquarium glass tank, the house of animals which were presented to President Kim Il Sung and leader 
Kim Jong Il by foreigners as gifts, a cage of elephants, the place of animal feats and others are all 
associated with loving care of Kim Jong Un for children.

The children shouted for joy, looking at the cage of wild beasts like Korean tigers, Bengal tigers and 
white tigers.



Animal feats such as seal's skill, grandfather monkey and the good feats of mother monkey and her 
kids amused the delegates.

The delegates rode the cars decorated with flowers, imagining themselves throwing into the arms of 
the dear respected leader Kim Jong Un as quickly as possible.

Promises at Supreme Palace of Juche Education
 

Delegates of the Children's Union looked round the swimming pool and electronic library of Kim Il 
Sung University. Looking down at the swimming pool overflowing with crystal-clear water, the children 
felt an urge to dive at once.

Passing the electronic library, they read an 
autographic  proposition of leader Kim Jong 
Il.

"Look  out  at  the  world  with  your  feet 
planted on your own land.

Be  reliable  backbones  of  the  Songun 
revolution  equipped  with  both  noble  spirit 
and rich knowledge!

Redouble your efforts to make the world 
look up to the great Party and Kim Il Sung's 
Korea!

December 17, 2009

Kim Jong Il"

Kim Myong Gyong from Pyongyang Songan Secondary School and Kim Kum Gyong from Kang Pan Sok 
Revolutionary School whispered each other.

"Let us study harder and set an example in organizational life and thus meet at Kim Il Sung University 
again."

That was a unanimous promise of the delegates of the Children's Union.



Branch School for One Pupil
 

On the northern tip of the country there is an islet called Arl, the seat of a lighthouse and a branch 
school of the Sonbong Primary School, winner of dual Red Flag Honor. The branch school has one pupil 
and one teacher, and is well furnished with computers and other educational facilities and tools.

It happened some ten years ago, a boy of the lighthouse keeper was preparing to go to school in land 
because at that time there was no school on the islet.

The boy was glad to go to school but his parents worried. The boy was too young to be away from 
home. Their worry, however, didn't last long. A happy news came one day that leader Kim Jong Il saw 
that a branch school be set up on the islet for the boy of the lighthouse keeper.

He sent some officials of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea to get informed of the 
life of the lighthouse keepers and solved all their problems.

In later years, too, leader Kim Jong Il granted them with many privileges so that they could go for a 
visit to Pyongyang every year and their children receive scholarships from the state.

Since then, seven pupils graduated from the school over the past ten years. One of the graduates 
wrote  a poem, "Islet  Arl's  Beacon Shines  As  Ever,"  was highly  appreciated by leader  Kim Jong Il. 
Besides, many pupils won "Our Classroom Literary Prize".

Kim Sun Ok, feeling grateful to the lofty love of the Party for our rising generations, has been teaching 
at the branch school for many years now.

One branch school for one pupil -- this is something unimaginable in capitalist society where only 
money can speak.
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